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1. *Roll Call and Determination of Quorum

2. *Public Comment
Limited to three (3) minutes per person.  No action may be taken.

3. Consent Items
Matters which the Emergency Medical Services Advisory Board may consider in one
motion.  Any exceptions to the Consent Agenda must be stated prior to approval.

A. Approval of Agenda
April 6, 2017

B. Approval of Draft Minutes
January 5, 2017

4. *Prehospital Medical Advisory Committee (PMAC) Update
Dr. Andrew Michelson

5. *Program and Performance Data Updates
Christina Conti

6. Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of an update regarding EMS data and
demonstration of the online heat map of response times.
Heather Kerwin
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7. Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of a presentation regarding the EMS
Today conference attended by the EMS Program Manager and EMS Coordinator.
Christina Conti and Brittany Dayton

8. Presentation and possible acceptance of an update on the five-year Strategic Plan, a
requirement of the Interlocal Agreement for Emergency Medical Services Oversight.
Christina Conti

9. Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of an update on the regional protocol
project, an objective of the Washoe County EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan.
Britany Dayton

10. Presentation, discussion and possible direction on an update of the public service
announcement (PSA) for project relating to the appropriate use of 911.
Brittany Dayton
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MEETING MINUTES 

Emergency Medical Services 
Advisory Board 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
The Emergency Medical Services Advisory Board met on Thursday, January 5, 2017, in 

the Health District Conference Room B, 1001 East Ninth Street, Reno, Nevada.   

1. *Roll Call and Determination of Quorum
The following members and staff were present:

Members present: John Slaughter, Manager, Washoe County, Chair
Kevin Dick, District Health Officer, Vice Chair 
Bill Thomas, Acting Manager, City of Reno 
Dr. Andrew Michelson, Emergency Room Physician, St. Mary’s 

Ms. Spinola verified a quorum was present. 
Staff present: Leslie Admirand, Deputy District Attorney 

Dr. Randall Todd, Division Director, Epidemiology & Public Health 
Preparedness 
Christina Conti, EMS Program Manager 
Brittany Dayton, EMS Coordinator 
Heather Kerwin, EMS Statistician 
Dawn Spinola, Administrative Secretary, Recording Secretary 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. *Public Comment
Limited to three (3) minutes per person.  No action may be taken.

Chair Slaughter opened the public comment period.  As there was no one wishing to
speak, Chair Slaughter closed the public comment period. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Consent Items

Item 3b
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Matters which the Emergency Medical Services Advisory Board may consider in one 
motion.  Any exceptions to the Consent Agenda must be stated prior to approval. 

A. Approval of Agenda
January 5, 2017

B. Approval of Draft Minutes
October 6, 2016

Mr. Thomas moved to approve the Consent agenda as presented.  Mr. Dick seconded 
the motion which was approved unanimously. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Prehospital Medical Advisory Committee (PMAC) Update
Dr. Andrew Michelson

Dr. Michelson; Last meeting I wasn’t as prepared as I should have been, and the PMAC is also
maybe a meeting behind as far as how prepared we should have been to receive the report from 
the EMS consultant group.  I think that one expectation that maybe was unrealistic was the 
thought that the PMAC was going to be able to direct the results of this analysis that this EMS 
Consultant Group did for us.  Do we all know about this?   

Ms. Conti: everybody out here knows, but you may just want to reinforce. 
Dr. Michelson:  We made the decision maybe 6+ months ago from the PMAC to go ahead and 

have this EMS Consultant Group come in and assess essentially all the protocols of all the 
agencies of the EMS in town.  The interest from the PMAC mostly is that we would progress 
towards a more unified practice.  They reviewed everything and put up a big protocol analysis 
essentially for us, and we are at this point asking that the agencies, somewhat kind of led by 
Dianne Rolfs of REMSA right now to get all the, well whoever wants to participate from each of 
the agencies, to start digesting the protocol analysis.   

Dr. Michelson: Some of the exciting things from the PMAC perspective, with in mind what 
I’m hoping that we adopt as our mission statement, so let me just share with you, the PMAC is to 
be the advocate for the local community and its associated EMS catchment area through 
continuing to augment and suggest evidence-based recommendations to our EMS InterLocal 
agency agreement providers to optimize the emergency medical services.  It’s not to be any kind 
of, we have no power, essentially, only a number of docs mostly of which are the medical 
directors of these agencies to come together from a clinical side as far as a receiving hospital side, 
and if anything, bring recommendations to the agencies. 

Dr. Michelson: A number of the recommendations from that clinical side would mostly 
simplify much of which already overlaps, but in general, making handoffs probably easier from 
REMSA to fire, or excuse me, fire to REMSA, as well as when we get them in the hospital, 
similar practice plans as far as what we receive.  They also offered a pretty realistic approach; I 
mean this is by no means there, this EMS Consultant Group with Dr. Barnett, by no means their 
first project.  They have offered continued collaboration as well, and being available to reference. 
That was helpful, to not just throw a bunch of data at us and then just walk away.  Hopefully 
Dianne is aware of that; I’ll make sure she is.   

What I mean by one meeting behind is that we, it would have been ideal for us to have had the 
foresight of encouraging these agencies to be ready to discuss this result.  Instead, we came to that 
at the last meeting, which was just in the beginning of December.  We were hopefully going to 
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come to this meeting and maybe something has developed, unbeknownst to my knowledge, okay, 
that we would be moving forward with this review.  But I’ve yet to hear that.  Again, just that it’s 
not a PMAC decision; we are only here to facilitate recommendations.  Some of the limitations 
that maybe I picked up on is that it’s inevitably going to be costly, in regards to some services, 
expecting to practice similar to others in regards to medical technology, literally the tech that they 
carry on their rigs and even more so, pharmacology, drugs that go bad, etc., and don’t get used.  In 
levels of training, the scope of practices that are expected, or available.  Then again, if there is 
some type of actual, unified protocol that is practiced by, well then that’s also going to be costly.  
The recommendations they had were anything from color-coding these protocols to, and I believe 
it was Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District already had something that was pretty close to 
what they were suggesting, but the limitation was mostly money.  Questions at all? 

Mr. Thomas: I guess before questions just to paraphrase my understanding is, what we’re 
trying to do to make a better emergency response system for our residents is, if I read the 
literature right, is to try to move the triage, make that more efficient so we don’t have people, for 
example, going to the ER, which is the most expensive solution, we’re trying to bring that down, 
is that the end goal?  Or is this more about just like when we pick people up, what are we 
supposed to do with it?   

Dr. Michaelson: More about when they are actually transported.  Just another aside, as far as 
where this would apply, for example, in the setting of potentially an MCI or a situation of a mass 
number of patients, in that setting it would definitely facilitate overlap of care for those patients 
and lack of confusion and more efficiency.  Not that that is something that is of course ever 
common, especially in a city of our size, but definitely something that will facilitate efficiency 
from the PMAC’s perspective at least, as far as on the receiving end, what we are getting from the 
EMS.  We could go through a number of examples, but it’s essentially to streamline and overlap 
the care.  So not so much applying to triage or keeping patients out of the ER, that might, if 
anything right now is active in regards to that, it would be more so the REMSA’s, what has been a 
number of years now since REMSA started there, I don’t remember what it’s called, but they send 
out paramedics to houses and essentially can do wellness-checks and not necessarily transport.  I 
don’t remember what  

Ms. Conti: Community Paramedicine. 

Dr. Michelson: Thank you, yeah, so they were able to get some grant and then also part of that 
grant was primarily to decrease transports, decrease ER visits, and the dollars spent on emergency 
care on that end. So no, this is more so in regards to just overlapping the protocols that each of the 
agencies utilize in care during transport.   

Ms. Conti: In the continuity of care, it doesn’t matter who is touching the patient, that there is 
continuity prior to the hospital.   

Mr. Thomas: Each emergency responder, as I understand it, and maybe this isn’t true, but I 
know for Reno it is true, there is a medical oversight person for them, and then REMSA has their 
own, so you have multiple clinicians making recommendations?  This is supposed to be a regional 
approach to protocol so we are all doing the same thing, is that what this is all about?   

Dr. Michelson: Yes, each agency has a medical director, and I don’t necessarily know the 
position of others that interact with the medical directors.  However, they at least are there to 
review the protocols, sign off on the protocols, and be the M.D., if you will for final review.   
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Mr. Thomas: Is somebody looking at it from the liability standpoint?  This is the clinician, the 
practice, but what about the liability side? In terms of, that is always an issue whenever we deal 
with anything.  Not only is it right from a medical standpoint, but is it the risk-sensitive solution.   

Dr. Michelson: That would hopefully fall into the just all-around awareness of the hopeful 
task force that is developing here between the agencies to review these protocols, and I would 
hope that that would be on their horizon too.  But for the most part I don’t think that would play 
too heavily in, as far as when designing a protocol.   

Ms. Dayton: Just as a clarifying point, all of the medical directors for the EMS agencies sit on 
PMAC, which is why they call it the appropriate avenue to go through, so they are going to be 
updated throughout the process, and we’re not changing the sign-off process for these protocols, 
so they would still be the ultimate ones signing off, with the liability associated with medical 
director.   

Mr. Thomas moved to accept the report.  Mr. Dick seconded the motion which was 
approved unanimously. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. *Program and Performance Data Updates
Christina Conti

Ms. Conti: Good morning, before I start I want to take the opportunity to introduce you to a
new member of our team, this is Jackie Lawson, she joined our team a couple months ago and 
has been participating in the tour that we have been giving for the Regional EMS update for the 
signatories. Jackie is splitting her time between our program, the EMS program, and the Public 
Health Preparedness (PHP) programs.  We are very happy to have her on board.  

Ms. Conti: Just a couple things to point out to you today, and then I’m happy to answer any 
questions.  On the first page of my staff report, it talks about the EMS Coordinator and Public 
Health Emergency Response Coordinator meeting with Rosewood, and having Rosewood sign 
on as a member of the Mutual Aid Evacuation Annex (MAEA).  From the time that this was 
submitted and the time period that it incorporated, we had another skilled nursing facility sign, 
it’s a memory care, so we now have an additional facility, Arbors, is now a part of the process in 
the region, so we’re just continuing to grow that so if there is a medical situation where a health 
care facility has to evacuate, there are pre-designated counts available so we don’t have to figure 
that out on the fly.  So we are very happy about that. 

Another thing with health care preparedness, the improvement to the 800 MHz radios for health 
care.  It was an action item from that full scale evacuation exercise that we did.  So this is more 
for the whole region, I bring it to your attention that the radios have been reprogrammed so that 
all the channels listed in the multi casualty incident plan are now on those health care facility 
radios, so in the event something happens, everybody has the same channels listed, which is a 
really great thing.   

Ms. Conti: I wanted to just highlight the Nevada State Board of Health meeting that was held 
on December 9.  NAC 450b and NAC 629 were on the agenda, both passed.  629 passed with 
zero changes, 450b had a middle of the meeting workshop where the whole meeting kind of left, 
it was very interesting to watch, and workshopped a lot of different points.  When it came back 
there were several things in the proposed NAC on the agenda that were actually omitted.  I need 
to get a copy of the final one and when I do then we can make it available to you and all the 
partners and make sure everybody has the most current.   
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Ms. Conti: You’ll see Rishma’s CAD-to-CAD update in here for your review. 

Ms. Conti: The last thing, Ms. Dayton, was accepted into The Chambers Leadership 
Program, so we are really excited for her.  She begins that in January and it is a 9-10 month 
process that is going to be hopefully rewarding for her but then we benefit from it as well. 

Ms. Conti: I am available for any questions. 
Mr. Dick: On the CAD-to-CAD update information, so as I understand, the work will begin 

for the interface being established between the City of Reno and REMSA for that CAD-to-CAD, 
then other agencies can come on after that.  Is the contract set up for other agencies to then come 
in under that contract or is that a new contracting arrangement that needs to be made?  

Ms. Conti: I’ll defer to somebody from City of Reno.  I believe that it’s just because Reno is 
the holder of it, but it then becomes an agreement with Reno and not necessarily TriTech, but I 
could be completely wrong.  

Chief Cochran: Good Morning, Dave Cochran, Reno Fire Chief.  The contract is with the 
City of Reno.  It was always contemplated that the City of Reno would administer the contract, 
whether it was just them or the entire region, so that was always the approach, so the contract is 
with the City of Reno, if and when the County and Sparks decide to come on, then the City of 
Reno will facilitate bringing them on into the system. 

Mr. Dick: It would be a straightforward process to move forward under your existing 
contract to bring them on? 

Chief Cochran: Yes, and it contemplates that idea that the County and Sparks would come 
on. 

Mr. Dick: Then I’ve got another question; you may be the person to answer.  As far as the 
funding request going in January to the 911 Committee, is that for funding for the entire thing, 
Reno and the other partners? 

Chief Cochran: That is.  The initial request was for funding for the entire project.  That was 
turned down and I don’t want to give the reason on the 911 issue, the community’s issues.  It was 
brought up again at the last meeting.  They still have some questions about their budget and how 
much money they really have available to fund it, which in my view is progress, because they’re 
not saying no, they are saying we’re just trying to find the money, and there is a question as to 
when they can find the money.  I know they are having a budget update meeting next week, 
which is out of sequence for them; it’s a special meeting to address the budget issues.  They have 
some questions about how much reserves they need to hold, need to, want to, those sorts of 
issues.  So they are working, in my perception, toward finding the money. Just to add one more 
piece, we’re looking at about a 6-month time frame, and that is just for Tri-Tech/Tiburon to fit us 
into their schedule.   

Chair Slaughter:  Chief, did you mention what that funding request is?  

Chief Cochran: It’s a little over $60,000.  There was a contract amount, a contract might be in 
your packet, and we’ve signed the contract, the City of Reno signed the contract, but we have not 
paid it, because until they put on the calendar to do the work, we don’t need to pay it. 

Chair Slaughter: Right.  So the request to 911 is? 
Chief Cochran: The full amount. Mr. Thomas: Dave, before you leave.  The $60,000 covers 

Reno? 
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Chief Cochran: The $60,000 covers the entire project.  

Mr. Thomas: The whole region?  
Chief Cochran: Well, it covers the CAD-to-CAD connection, that bridge, if you will.  Right 

now it is set up so that Reno is paying the full amount, obviously Truckee Meadows and Sparks 
have to pay their share if and when they come on, unless the 911 Committee pays the whole 
thing, and that’s what we are asking for, is for the 911 Committee to pay the whole $60,000.   

Mr. Thomas: So who, because I’m the novice on this, who is the 911 Committee?  

Chief Cochran: I can’t give you a clear, definitive summary, but basically it is a committee 
made up of 911 users throughout the region.    Sheriff’s, RPD, and everybody’s got a 
representative on it, and there is a small fee that is collected and put into their budget, and they 
administer it with the idea of supporting projects that enhance the 911 system and enhance 
communications.   

Chair Slaughter: To further that, there is a surcharge on phones, up to 25 cents I believe and 
the 911 committee makes recommendations actually to the County Commission which funds, we 
collect, I don’t know how much it is a year, it’s quite a bit.   

Chief Cochran: Yes, it’s quite a bit of money.  It’s a pretty broad goal, of enhancing 
communications throughout the system and this clearly does that.   

Mr. Thomas: It sounds like Reno’s already set as far as the budget, it’s just a question of 
whether the 911 Committee frees up money to pay for that in part or in total.  Then what about 
the other players as far as kicking in?  Is that something that we are going to have an answer to 
for the Health Department and the County and Sparks for their budgets for the next year, because 
I assume we want to do that this year, right?  Do you guys think it would be a small enough 
number you don’t need to show it in your budget? Chie Cochran: Reno’s committed to paying 
that full amount, so the system is going to be online as soon as they can fit us into their work 
schedule.  We’re also, I think it’s in Rishma’s report, working towards getting the full amount 
funded by 911.  If that doesn’t happen, then we will have to turn to Sparks and the County and 
say here’s our shortfall, do you want to buy in for your share, that will be at your level to decide 
what that share is.  

Mr. Thomas: I’m just trying to get to the timing to make sure that if there were something 
that were needed in anyone’s budget that they would know, because we are all starting our 
budget processes now, sooner rather than later, to be able to make that in.  Or just be aware of it. 

Chief Cochran: yes. And I think realistically, you’re not going to have an answer from the 
911 Committee prior to committing to a number in your budget.   

Mr. Thomas: One last question, do you know how we would break that out in terms of 
region?  Is it by population, is it by, should it be split?  

Chief Cochran: The discussion has not been had.  Is it 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, is it by population, by 
call volume, those are all part of the conversation that needs to be had.  

Mr. Thomas: One last, last question, does this group need to make that decision as we move 
into this?   

Chief Cochran: No.  That would be made at the County Manager, City Managers of Sparks 
and Reno level, not by this Board. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. *Presentation to the EMS Advisory Board
Emergency Medical Dispatching Process for Washoe County (Requested Item by Manager
Thomas) 
• Information on Proxy Representation for EMS Advisory Board (Requested Item by

Kevin Dick)

Ms. Conti: At the last meeting, Manager Thomas asked for a presentation on the Emergency 
Medical Dispatch (EMD) process so that he could get a better understanding about call routing 
and how it went through our system.  This is real brief, but it allows for the discussion points.  
The objectives (slide 2) would be to discuss the information on how a call routes through the 
system, and the time associated with that from a citizen perspective.  One of the things to let you 
know is that this is looking at the full fiscal year data, a little over 42,000 matched calls, matched 
calls between REMSA and a fire partner.  What we’re going to show you is blind of which partner 
is knocking on the door; it’s the process from the citizen’s viewpoint. 

Ms. Conti: There are a couple things to take away here (slide 3).  You have the EMS call, and 
this is sort of the routing system if you will.  I realize for the Board that it is a little bit tricky to 
see, but right here, this is where a fire department will get the information they need to dispatch a 
unit- it’s the phone number, the address, and the citizen’s identified reason for the call-that 
information then goes to the fire dispatcher who dispatches out the fire engine.  At the same time, 
or close to the same time, that’s when the call is being transferred if the phone is ringing in one of 
the jurisdictions that does not do EMD.  Washoe County Sherriff’s Office (WCSO) has the ability 
to do EMD because they are the dispatch center for Incline Village, and so it is important to note 
that this isn’t mutually exclusive with the partners.   

Ms. Conti: (continuing on slide 3) REMSA then receives the call, they dispatch an ambulance 
with the same information, a phone number, an address and the citizen’s identified reason for the 
call.  I want to pause on that is because the EMD process has not begun yet when the dispatching 
of the ambulances happens.  That’s happening right here, when they dispatch the ambulance then 
there is this line right here is actually doing the EMD.  We would hope that, especially with the 
Omega protocol thatthe fire department and REMSA are not arriving on scene before EMD is 
completed. However, sometimes that happens depending on their proximity.   

Ms. Conti: Looking at calls for service for FY 15-16 (slide 4), 88% of the phone calls for 
emergency care were received in a PSAP first, 12% for the FY show to be received in REMSA 
first.  Taking those two percentages and looking from the PSAP perspective (slide 5 and 6). 
Again, phone call ring and blind of who’s knocking on the door, if the phone call happened in the 
PSAP first, the initial time, this is just for Priority 1/Priority 2 calls, were only 6:22 from the 
median time from the minute they pick up the phone until someone is knocking at the door.  If 
REMSA’s the one that receives the call first, it’s 6:07, so it does go down but not by a significant 
amount.  Taking those two time stamps and actually splitting them, from the notification on the 
front end, when median times, when PSAP receives it first, there’s about a 46 seconds that’s 
accounted for before REMSA then is receiving the call, then you have your 5:36 travel time.  On 
the flip side, if REMSA’s receiving it, they would be doing the EMD before doing the notification 
over to the PSAP unless they had an extra dispatcher to help, so that median time is showing to be 
1:26 for the FY, travel time 4:41.  Questions? 
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Mr. Thomas: On that original graphic (slide 3), you had, the 8 or 9 steps, how many 
dispatches in that 9-step process?   

Ms. Conti: Dispatches or dispatchers?  

Mr. Thomas: Dispatch actions.  Like the person calls, right, they pick up their phone and they 
dial 9-1-1 I assume, and I guess the second question then, after you answer that one, is, how does 
a person go directly to REMSA?   

Ms. Conti: sGoing with the first one, and maybe sharing the podium with Jen, I believe there 
to be an action here, so at #1, and here, because it crosses over, (speaking to Jen)-I know that 
you’re Washoe County, but he wants to know how many dispatch steps are happening.  Come join 
me.  

Ms. Felter: Jen Felter Washoe County Communications for the record.  So from the time of 
the 911 call and I can answer on the EMD side because my PSAP is the one that does that, from 
the time of the 911 call, once we know that it is a medical, we roll straight into protocol.  There is 
a little bit of discrepancy there for us, so it’s a little bit different as opposed to I can’t answer for 
how Reno does it, I know there’s steps, but.  The call is answered, the EMS call and the answering 
would be one step in our PSAP.  So then we don’t ask police, fire, or medical. Our procedure is: 
what’s the address of your emergency?, By that time we are getting an address, we’re verifying an 
address, so we’re already in protocol.  We do all three of the protocols but we’re already in so 
that’s a verification step.  And then we know right around the fourth step if we’re going medical, 
police, or fire.  So it’s just a matter of seconds and questions.   

Ms. Conti: With your knowledge of the other two PSAPs would it be fair to say that most 
boxes up here (slide 3) do have an action step associated with it from a dispatcher perspective?  

Ms. Felter: I think that the EMS call and the first and the second boxes are in my opinion one 
and the same.  The third one would be technically the second one and we do ask police fire and 
medical and then by the fourth step, or third step, I’m sorry, the transfer to REMSA would start.  
That of course is if it is a transfer to REMSA based on is it a medical and a police matter, and if 
that’s the case then nine times out of 10 they are going to keep that call before they transfer a 
medical.   

Mr. Thomas: In lay terms, to translate that, you send all the resources and then you back them 
off based on what you learn, as opposed to a culling of the call through multiple dispatches to 
figure out who is going to go.  Is that a fair characterization?   

Ms. Felter: On my side that’s an incorrect assessment because Washoe County does EMD, so 
I can’t surmise what the City of Reno and City of Sparks do.   

Ms. Conti: My understanding, Manager Thomas, is that yes, which is that each jurisdiction 
has identified what they will and will not respond to.  That comes into play for that fire dispatcher 
who is going to roll the apparatus.  My understanding is that yes, it is more of a dispatch to get the 
help to the citizen and then through the EMD process if it is determined that it really was a 
stubbed toe and not a broken leg hanging off,  then they would pull back.   

Mr. Thomas: There are really two issues. One of them is the customer/client/citizen wants, 
they don’t care, and they just want someone to respond.   

Ms. Conti: Correct.  

Mr. Thomas: Then there’s the public responsibility of the resources, which is, are we spending 
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a lot of money on resources at the expense of someone else that might need them because we 
really didn’t ascertain before we sent everything what exactly is going on.  And then that balance 
between the timing and figuring that out, and sending the right resources.  I mean ideally, if we 
had the optimal or the best situation, we would have perfect information at the initial dispatch to 
know exactly who to send, so we would send just the amount of, the right amount of resources 
and not either under-resource it or over-resource it.  That would be the goal, or would it? 

Ms. Felter: I want to address the citizen portion of your question first.  As a citizen, if I was a 
citizen calling in, I don’t want to be transferred.  I want to know that the person who is on the line 
is going to stay with me on the line the whole time, which in our PSAP, we do.  The 911 calls that 
we get, even within the jurisdictional boundaries that REMSA has right now, they’re still 
contractually our County, so we will EMD that call.  And we will call REMSA and let them 
know, hey we have a cardiac, conscious, breathing, however, you know, we give them all of that 
information.  So we’re already rolling our paramedic engines.  So they’re already in route.  It’s just 
the transport and the extended care that REMSA would provide after that.  So as a citizen, I don’t 
want to be transferred.   

Ms. Felter: On the flip side, I just think that having that EMD call center is the one you are 
going to be talking to initially and throughout.  I’m sure REMSA has the same thing when the 
12% that they have come in, they feel the same way.  But we’re here for the citizens, and it’s not 
safe to transfer, because we could lose it, any transfer, and ultimately that liability remains on the 
PSAP, the primary PSAP.  Not the secondary or the EMS.   

Mr. Thomas: So the second question about REMSA, how does someone go directly to 
REMSA?   

Ms. Conti: Heather actually did some analysis on that 12% to find out if there were some 
commonalities, and there are some things that we believe to be true.  I can hand it over to Adam 
or Don (REMSA) to expand upon. What we have learned is that there are some police 
departments that do not call back to their PSAPs necessarily, Highway Patrol just call directly to 
REMSA.  We also have identified that there are some health care facilities where there is a 
physician on staff, and so they don’t go necessarily through the inter-facility transport way 
because there is something that is a little bit more high acuity than that, so they need the 
ambulance and they need it to be prioritized and get there quickly, and so they feel like since there 
is a physician on staff that’s overseeing it, that they can do a direct call.  We have also found out 
that there are companies within the community that send out little magnets as their own 
advertisements and there is the business office or a phone number of REMSA on there, and it says 
ambulance and has that number.  Aside from those things, we, there weren’t a lot of 
commonalities that we could identify.  Adam I’m not sure if you’d like to add any other options 
that we have found? Then the Nurse Health Line, which, now that the grant is over, the EMS 
Oversight program will begin getting that data, 0.5% of their total calls for the last quarter were 
transferred into 911.  So there’s a small percent but that does also account for it. 

Mr. Dick: I think there are varying opinions about the best way to do EMD.  There were 
extensive discussions when we were working on the franchise renegotiation.  I think we heard one 
opinion here today, but that doesn’t mean that that’s an expression of all the views around EMD.   

Chair Slaughter:  Are we going to talk about the proxy representation at this meeting?  

Mr. Dick: I don’t know if Ms. Admirand would like me to summarize my understanding of 
this or if you wanted to… 
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Ms. Admirand: I’ve got the law here; I can just read it to the Board and explain.  There was a 
law that went into effect in 2013, it was amended in 2015.  In the Open Meeting Law that 
basically states, I’m just going to read it to you: “Unless the designation is expressly authorized by 
the legal authority pursuant to which the public body was created, the public body may not 
designate a person to attend a meeting of the public body in the place of the member of the public 
body, and a member of the public body may not designate a person to attend the meeting of the 
public body in his or her place.”   

Ms. Admirand: We were talking about the bylaws and whether the Board members could 
appoint a proxy to represent them at the meetings, and my belief, in reading this law, is that the 
proxy is not allowed because the Interlocal Agreement (ILA) that creates this public body, does 
not provide for the provision of a proxy for the Board member.  I think, Mr. Dick, correct me on 
this, you were asking about acting members, and I don’t think this prohibits acting members from 
serving in the member’s position if they are assuming the duties of that position.  For the Health 
Officer, there are provisions within the ILA, when the Health Officer is either absent or has been 
terminated, for the Health Officer to appoint somebody as an acting Health Officer or for the 
Board of Health to appoint somebody as an acting Health Officer and that person would assume 
the position on this body.  Likewise with Mr. Thomas, your City Charter allows for the 
appointment of an acting manager in your absence or if your office is vacant and that would allow 
that person to serve in your position as well.  Does that answer the question that you had about the 
provisions? 

Mr. Dick: I believe it does, does that satisfy the rest of the Board? 

Mr. Thomas: I’d just like to say it back so we all understand it, as long as the agency or the 
entity within their powers makes a designation that’s the key to who can be sitting here.   

Ms. Admirand: Correct.  

Mr. Thomas: Okay, makes sense to me. 

Mr. Thomas: Now, I guess, a follow-up question –is there interest on the Board in adjusting 
the ILA?  That’s where it sounds like the change would have to be made if there was an interest. 

Mr. Dick: If I could.  There were discussions around this when the ILA was being established 
as wanting this to be the Health Officer or the City or County Manager actually be the person at 
the meeting so I would suggest we not make changes to the ILA in that regard at this point.  

Chair Slaughter: Agreed.  In part because of the infrequency of our meetings, today also we have 
two members that aren’t here, and the depth of what’s been covered in the past. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Presentation and possible acceptance of an update regarding EMS data and content of
future data reports.
Heather Kerwin
Chair Slaughter: Introduced item and noted it was an action item.

Ms. Kerwin: EMS Statistician – I’m not going to read the staff report verbatim, but just a few
highlights. I’ve been conducting meetings to determine the contents of future quarterly data 
reports and I did want to thank the participants of those meetings.  Representatives from all the 
agencies, and that included Dennis Nolan, Adam Heinz, Joe Kammann, and Ed McDonald were 
the most recent representatives that I was working with, and through the process of those four 
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meetings, we did come out with three tangible items.  

–Ms. Kerwin: The first that I want to discuss with you is that response time map that wasn’t
included in your packets, it was a product from our GIS department, Jay Johnson actually did a 
fabulous job on those.  You have two maps there, one is a response time heat map and the second 
is a population density map for reference.  What was discussed in those meetings were six 
topical areas that were identified by our fire chiefs as important areas to measure.  That includes 
response times, patient outcomes, dispatch and prioritization of calls, transport times, quality of 
patient care in the field, and prevention and community interventions.   

Ms. Kerwin: This was our first tangible outcome was that response time heat map, and we 
would like to be able to make that publicly available, if there’s any input on that.  Our initial idea 
was to make this an interactive, clickable map, but our GIS is limited by the license that they 
have.  What they have agreed to do is pre-populate a Google map interface with anywhere 
between 10-15 different maps that we would like to see.  So what you’re seeing is all calls for the 
fiscal year.  It’s Priority 1 and 2 calls, it’s a little over 34,000 calls, and the reason why the 
number is different from Christina’s presentation is that these were geo-located calls, so they had 
to have an address.  What its showing is the response time for that actual incident.  So if we were 
interested in calls that occurred during the day vs. calls that occurred at night, those are two 
separate maps that we can pre-populate into an interface that you would just select that, and then 
you would be able to move in and out.  We didn’t want to violate any HIPAA or get down to the 
nitty gritty so when you would be able to zoom in the layers would turn off so you can’t look at 
your house and your neighbor’s house to see if one is yellow or green or you know, so that was 
the idea behind that. 

Ms. Kerwin: The second item that came out of there, you’ll see the template for future data 
analysis, much shorter, kind of like a brief one-pager, and those were the agreed-upon tables and 
analysis from previous reports that identified those working by those representatives to be 
included in future data reports at this time.  I’m open to input on that as well.   

Ms. Kerwin: Then the third thing that was discussed was having an internal, formalized 
process for the agencies to request specific data analysis that then be turned around and provided 
back within their own agency.  That can be an ongoing data analysis, a one-time look, and we 
can also run quarterly checks on turnout and travel times and things like that and provide those 
back to the agencies if they request things like that.  So I’m open to any questions or input. 

Mr. Thomas: So if you look at SW Reno, just so I understand this map, there’s a red circle, 
surrounded by an orange circle, surrounded by, whatever that tan is.  Which seems kind of 
bizarre, because the more you move out of the urban area, right… 

Ms. Kerwin: So the way that this works, as it was explained to me, every single data point 
looks at the six closest other addresses that had a response and uses the response times associated 
with those points to give you an estimate on what the response time would be in a location that 
currently didn’t have an address point, if that makes sense.  You’ll see, underneath the key there, 
it says estimated response time analysis is limited to areas within two miles of an actual 
response.  The underlying base layer is white, so that dot that you are speaking of specifically, 
anything white on the outside just means that there was a call, two miles radius out, there’s no 
other data to input and estimate what that response might look like.  Does that answer your 
question? 

Ms. Thomas: For me I think it’s very valuable to have this kind of map, the geographic map, 
maybe annually.  And just to my colleagues here, I think where this would be valuable is in 
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probably more of a regional planning discussion because it’s important in terms of the 
emergency medical system process to know what’s going on, but I think in terms of the 
landform, it’s also fair to say and have a regional discussion about what should be the service 
provision further out.  Because generally there’s less density, less resource, and I think 
conceptually, the areas that are green should get the quickest response, and if somebody lives, 
you know somebody here may live on Red Rock Road, but if you’re living way out on Red Rock 
Road you shouldn’t expect to get a four minute, five minute medical response, I mean that’s the 
price you pay for your choices of where you live.  I think if we can reflect that to the public, 
that’s the trouble I have with the circle, is that it might give the wrong impression to somebody, 
which is don’t buy that house in the red, but if you buy that house just two away.  But I think that 
something like this going out publicly would help because it also helps people make a decision.  
So if you had, for example, if you had an illness in your family that you knew was going to 
require a lot of emergency medical response, the best thing for the region would be to go seek 
out a residence that was within one of these green areas, not go buy a house out in the orange.  
Because it’s going to cost all of us a lot of money, and we’re probably going to fail in providing 
that response.  

Ms. Kerwin:  We did consider including, that’s why you also have the population density, to 
try and help communicate that, because we did consider including that in the heat map itself, but 
there wasn’t a graceful, uncluttered way to present all of that information in one image.  So that 
was one of our concerns, is that there are areas that might look like they are not getting as quick 
a response as you would might hope for if you were a citizen living there.   

Mr. Thomas: My only two cents is to get rid of those little tiny circles and maybe making it a 
more regularized service map just in terms of what you would show to the public for planning 
purposes to show what’s really going on and those are the areas where you get better response.  
Then I think local governments can decide if they want to expend more resources to change that, 
I mean that’s the value to me of the map. 

Mr. Dick: To add to Mr. Thomas’ comments, I think that it would be good to couple this with 
the, if we are providing this on the website or something like that, with the REMSA response 
zone map.  We don’t have anything to my knowledge that’s like that for the fire departments, but 
if there was, I think that would be useful too.  Because what this is really looking at and why you 
are seeing a red dot is this is actual response vs. the response zones.  So maybe there was a 
situation going on where we had a fire that the fire agencies were responding to and so they 
weren’t able to pull a unit on that day to respond to this particular house, and so that is driving a 
data point that you’re seeing here, but it’s not necessarily what that location should expect 
throughout the year under those response standards.  So I think it would be good to couple this 
actual performance with how the plan is put together for the planned responses to those areas.   

Ms. Kerwin: We can run through a couple iterations and bring it back to the Board and see 
what types of versions of smoothing of those center points as you mentioned, and then also 
providing some of these caveats, like your REMSA response zones, population density, fire 
districts, other factors to take into account when digesting this type of information.   

Mr. Thomas: For me personally, the individual data, what’s nice to have is probably more 
valuable to the service providers, the direct service providers, what’s helpful for me, as a 
decision maker sitting in this seat is kind of a, over the year, what’s going on.  Because that is 
something you can compare year to year to see what the trends are, as opposed to individual 
incidents that may or may not be an anomaly.   
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Mr. Dick: Couple of different things – on the data analysis template, the stuff that’s involved 
in the reporting there, there had been some discussion about, and when I met with some of the 
fire chiefs about separating out looking at fire response for the priority calls and separating out 
the low priority calls when looking at fire response and I don’t know if that was discussed, but I 
don’t really see that here, and I think that’s a concern that I had heard, is that when we are 
looking at fire response times, or we are looking at a median response time, it’s more important 
to look at the high-priority calls and how the response is occurring for those vs. pooling 
everything together and having a lower-priority call maybe pull out that median response time.   

Ms. Kerwin: Historically we have tried to show response times by REMSA priority and 
when fire priority is mentioned, to my knowledge, when WCSO and RENO ECOM do prioritize 
it, it just is a priority call or non-priority call.  All the calls that we’re currently receiving are 
deemed to be a priority call.  Now when you get into the EMD process in terms of is it a P1, 2, 3 
or 9, those are the calls that we receive on the REMSA half, we have limited the current analysis 
that I have done has taken that into account and has been looking at P1’s and 2’s, but the only 
other fire department that does a prioritization that has a numerical association is Sparks, and it’s 
either a P1 or P3.  So there are differences among just the fire departments themselves and how 
their dispatch centers would call a call priority or non-priority, or at what level.   

Mr. Dick: Just to follow up on that, if we are matching the fire calls with the REMSA calls, 
then we could use the REMSA priority as a surrogate for the fire priority, and that’s how you’ve 
done it in the past? 

 Ms. Kerwin: Right, that’s been our proxy for the past, yes.  

Mr. Dick: Is that a possibility then moving forward for the data report template?  
Ms. Kerwin: Yes.  

Mr. Dick: Just a couple of comments on data.  I had the opportunity to meet with each of the 
fire chiefs and talked about data.  It’s been an issue that’s been ongoing, and heard concerns 
about the amount of time that had been taken in the past in trying to provide the data and work 
through it and all that.  So currently we are receiving just the RMS data.  I had some discussion 
about possibilities for moving forward if we could streamline the way we would be working with 
the CAD and RMS data, and Chief Moore agreed to review a proposal and consider that as far as 
what we might be able to do.  I had just a brief conversation with Chief Moore that he thought 
that there was some possibility, I believe, and correct me if I’m wrong, with looking at an 
approach like that but I think we just need to continue to work to figure out how to get the data in 
a timely manner in a consistent format I know we’re getting it in two different formats now from 
fire agencies and it’s requiring some extra work on our part.  And if we’re not going to be able to 
move forward with the CAD and RMS data as was discussed previously, and agreed to through 
the EMSAB, then I think that is an item that needs to come back before the EMSAB since that 
would be a different direction from the Board.   

Mr. Thomas: Can I ask one quick question from Kevin just to clarify.  Were you talking 
about separating or blending the medical and the fire?  There are two functions, right?  There’s a 
medical response and there’s a fire response.   

Mr. Dick: There’s, in the fire agencies, there’s the CAD data from the CAD system as the 
calls are coming in, and then there is the RMS data which is how the CAD data is transferred 
over to the fire agencies and there are additional data collected for that response.  There is more 
information in the RMS data, but what we’ve found is that it doesn’t always match the data in 
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there from the CAD because of different circumstances that occur and how that interface 
functions.  Previously we had decided that the best approach was to try to match the CAD data 
with the RMS if possible and there was reluctance from fire to provide the CAD and RMS data 
following that.  The proposal that I made to Chief Moore, I was attempting to try to resolve some 
concerns about time that fire agencies were spending on data, streamlined that approach and 
proposed a path forward that might work.  That’s what’s going on with that. 

Ms. Conti: May I add, just for the record, Manager Thomas, the discussion of sending fire 
data to us was had.  The outcome of that discussion was to simply send, with the CAD RMS that 
Mr. Dick was talking about, EMS and EMS-related calls, which calls that are fire in nature 
would not be sent to us.  It is obviously beneficial if any call that has a patient associated with it 
is sent, because then it increases the look of what EMS looks like in this region, but there’s no 
easy way to just click a button and say anything that had a patient, send.  So it’s EMS and EMS-
related, not the other ones that are associated with the fire department.   

Mr. Thomas: The reason I asked is because I do see them as two different events that have 
two different responses.  And so to the extent we can be as pure as we can, maybe that’s the 
challenge, in defining what was…..   Like if you have a fire and somebody gets hurt, is that then 
a medical response, or is that a fire response?  To me it would be a fire response because the 
reason they were called there was for a fire, so that should be captured on a fire response map vs. 
a medical response map.  I guess where we would try to get to, we would have two maps, one 
which is a medical map, and one which would be a fire map.   

Ms. Kerwin: I don’t receive the fire-only calls, so I wouldn’t be able to produce that, given 
that those data elements are not reported to our program.  So we are receiving the EMS-related 
components of medical calls, and unique circumstances do happen, we do receive calls through 
REMSA that they dispatch an ambulance to be on standby for the fire department, although there 
may not be any patients associated with that call.  There’s always the unique situation.   

Mr. Dick: Mr. Chairman, one more comment on the data analysis template.  I would suggest 
also that when the jurisdiction standards are established and provided to the, response standards 
are provided, to the EMS program, that the performance under the standard be added to the data 
analysis in those reports.   

Ms. Kerwin: Absolutely.   
 Chair Slaughter: This is an action item, so does direction need to be taken on the item itself?   

Mr. Dick: so can we…so that’s the direction we provided and then can we just accept the 
report?  I would move to do that.   

–Mr. Thomas: I’ll second what he said.  If you guys can figure out what it was.  Ms. Conti: it 
might be best to repeat it. 

Chair Slaughter: so moved and seconded, all in favor say Aye.   
Ms. Kerwin: Clarifying question, just to be sure that I clearly understand, I want to make sure, 

when the jurisdictions, because within our EMS Strategic Plan we do have a deadline by March, 
end of March, that the jurisdictions come back to us with their jurisdictional standards associated 
for their performance metrics.  Once those have been decided upon and communicated with our 
program, you want to see performance measures relative to those standards put into this data 
report.   

Mr. Dick: correct.  But then also, as I had mentioned previously, I’d like to see the fire 
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response times broken out by the Priority calls as well, unless I hear objection from the fire 
agencies.  But I believe that was an interest that the fire agencies had.   

Chief Cochran: clarifying question, are you talking about the response by fire to an EMS call 
or to a fire call?    

Mr. Dick: to an EMS call.  I think the feedback I heard was, instead of having all of the 
priority responses pooled together in looking at a response time, that it was more appropriate to 
look at Priority 1 & 2 calls and determine what the median response time was for those calls.  
Chief Cochran: Yes, based on Manager Thomas’ question, I wanted to be sure he wasn’t blending 
fire responses vs. EMS responses.   

Mr. Dick: I’m sorry, I was talking about fire, but in this room I’m really focused on EMS.  

Chief Cochran: Since I’m interested in clarifying, you mentioned standards.  We’ve had this 
discussion at a prior meeting that the jurisdictions will turn in, if they have a standard, and when 
they make that determination and we will measure against that.  I’m speaking for Reno.   Mr. 
Dick: right, and if you don’t have a standard we can’t measure you against it.  Chief Cochran: 
right, I want to be clear that we are not obligating ourselves to develop a standard.  Mr. Dick: 
right.   

Ms. Conti: It’s a clarifying question but then also a comment.  If there are jurisdictions that 
aren’t going to have a measurable standard that we can use, if that also can then formally be told 
to us by the March deadline, then that kind of completes our circle and we can check that box.  So 
I just wanted to put that for the record and then Heather and I just wanted to gain the clarifying 
point.  The reports and the frequency, would you like to switch to a semi-annual instead of a 
quarterly?  There was a passing comment on what the value of the data back is to decision makers 
and policy makers and I don’t want to lose sight of that one comment and make an assumption 
that shouldn’t have been made.  

Mr. Thomas: is there enough information quarter to quarter to make it valuable as far as work 
effort?   

Ms. Kerwin: As far as being statistically valuable, yes, although over the course of looking at 
this data pretty closely for two years, times don’t necessarily fluctuate, median times don’t 
fluctuate a whole lot for any interval.  Now if we were to measure someone against a standard, 
their own performance standard, for example, and there was some opportunity for improvement, 
that would be a point in time where we could sit down and discuss the processes that are involved 
in that particular time interval that maybe isn’t meeting or exceeding expectations, and then 
hopefully apply some changes to make that process more efficient and potentially reduce times, 
and I think it would be of value to then re-measure.  So just with that information. 

Mr. Thomas: I mean for me, in terms of what our role is here, we’re not going to respond very 
quickly.  This is more of a policy Board, so the quarter to quarter information is more valuable to 
the actual service providers because they can find out if there is a glitch or a problem or 
something going on.  Not that it wouldn’t be nice to have, but I know for me it doesn’t really, 
sitting here on this Board, there’s nothing I’m going to do in three months that..   

Ms. Kerwin: Is going to turn around in that time.  

Mr. Thomas: Exactly.  But annually I think it does, because it’s a bigger picture like where’s 
the region going, what are the direction of things.  So that’s just my two cent’s worth.  If you guys 
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want to do them quarterly, more information is always better, but it’s really a question of the time 
value of your effort, do you really want to collect that.  I would go back to the providers to see if it 
is valuable to them quarterly. 

Ms. Kerwin: I do, I would run those just as a making sure there’s nothing happening 
internally, and I can provide those back to the agencies as they are requested, as frequently or 
infrequently as they would like, and from what I’m understanding, correct me, it would help for 
the Board to receive a more formal report on an annual basis.   

Mr. Thomas: That’s my opinion, I don’t know how anybody else feels.  

Chair Slaughter: Sounds logical.  

Mr. Thomas: So annually to us, does that need to be in the direction, or be in the motion?  
Chair Slaughter: I have a motion on the floor that has been seconded.  Do you have all your 

direction?   
Ms. Kerwin: I think so.  

The motion was approved four in favor and none against.   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Presentation and possible acceptance of an update on the five-year Strategic Plan, a
requirement of the Interlocal Agreement for Emergency Medical Services Oversight.
Christina Conti
Ms. Conti: What you have in front of you in the staff report is what the tracking for the

strategic plan will look like in your packets every quarter.  As part of Objective Six, the Oversight 
Program facilitates the Strategic Plan and reports on the progress of it and so there are 12 
identified strategies or objectives for this first year, which was a little bit alarming to me.  But 
when you look at it, a lot of them intertwine, so hopefully the commitments of the partners to 
achieve these goals won’t be very extensive.  So the format I have, and I’m open to feedback for 
the future, is that the objective or the strategy itself is in bold, and it has the reference.  If there is 
an update on that one item, then I have that written after it. Obviously we have an update on 
CAD-to-CAD and we have an update on the protocols, but those were in different reports so I did 
not duplicate it here.  So I am happy to answer any questions on where we are with achieving our 
goals of the Strategic Plan. 

Mr. Thomas moved to accept the update on the five-year Strategic Plan.  Mr. Dick 
seconded the motion which was approved four in favor and none against. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of an update on the regional protocol
project, an objective of the Washoe County EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan.
Brittany Dayton
Ms. Dayton: EMS Coordinator for the record.  I will reiterate some of the information that Dr.

Michelson provided during his PMAC update and provide some additional information.  As a 
refresher, Goal 5 of our strategic plan is to design an enhanced EMS response system through 
effective regional protocols and quality assurance. The purpose of this agenda item is to give you 
an update specifically on Objective 5.1, which has a goal completion date of June 30, 2017.   

Ms. Dayton: As Dr. Michelson already mentioned, PMAC met on December 14 and received 
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a 129-page document from our consultant, EMS Consultant Group.  They flew out from 
Philadelphia and provided a presentation on their analysis.  The first steps for the contractors were 
review the current EMS agency protocols and then do an analysis based on whether they were 
identical, where there were some variances, and then  provide recommendations on which 
protocols to move forward with, based on evidence-based practices.   

Ms. Dayton: The contractors reviewed all the protocols, provided summaries on each one 
based on the agencies that provided their current documentation, and then as previously 
mentioned,, after the presentation, the PMAC moved to develop a task force.  They requested that 
each agency that’s participating identify two individuals to meet on a regular basis to go through 
all the protocols and start establishing regional protocols.  I received all of those names from the 
agencies this week so I will be reaching out to start scheduling bi-weekly meetings with these 
individuals.  The first meeting will start with identifying an appropriate format.  We have a few 
agencies that are very interested in the Clark County regional protocol format, but we have some 
other options that the contractors gave us, so we will hash out a format and then start working on 
the actual meat of the protocols and what will be going into them. 

Ms. Dayton: Progress will be reported both to the PMAC and the PMAC’s next meeting will 
be in March, and then we will be giving another update to this Board in April.  And with that I 
will be happy to answer any questions.   

Ms. Conti: It just occurred to me that it might be nice for the record to note that the 
implementation would not be until January, to give the partners the six-month train-up time, to 
purchase any equipment, or anything that would go if there are changes to their existing practices.  
That was written into the strategic plan, to have a six-month period between approval and 
implementation.   

Mr. Thomas: So did you say one year from now, like next January, or six months from now?  
Ms. Conti: in theory, January 1 the whole region would be operating. 

Mr. Thomas: 2018.  
Ms. Conti: Yes.  

Ms. Dayton: If we hit our goal deadline of June 30, then they would have six months to 
implement the new regional protocols.   

Chair Slaughter:  Any questions, thoughts, comments?  Motion to accept? 

Mr. Dick moved to accept the update on the regional protocol project.  Mr. Thomas 
seconded the motion which was approved four in favor and none against. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. *Board Comment
Limited to announcements or issues for future agendas.  No action may be taken.

Chair Slaughter: Any comments or requests for agenda items?

Mr. Thomas: I don’t know if this is a request for an agenda item, but maybe it’s just again
maybe I’m new to this Board and what we are doing.  I have interest from the standpoint of both 
an organization and health care costs but also for the citizens of the region to understand what is 
the role that we can play?  Traditionally local governments aren’t very involved in health care, 
other than being a client that has to pay for it.  To what degree can we, in this group, or regionally, 
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do things that would help address the ever-increasing and more complex medical environment in 
the community?  I guess it’s directed more to you, Dr. Michelson, if there is any role that this 
group can play to deal with the cost side of it?  The one side is making sure we show up on time 
to give people the best but the other side is what can we really afford to do?   I know personally 
for me there are a lot of physicians I’ve talked to that are all over the map in terms of whether 
there is anything you can do, but every one of them tells me that they feel that the whole medical 
environment, there is a lot of stuff that needs to be done to maybe change the direction it’s going.  
So that’s kind of just more general questions in terms of what the whole relationship would be, 
maybe go beyond some point just to even ask but what’s the role of the locals to help address that 
service.   

–Chair Slaughter:  If that’s an agenda item that we can deal with in the future.

Mr. Thomas: I’m not saying it is, if there is nothing for us to do, then let’s move along.

Mr. Dick:   I’ve got a couple ideas on agenda items.  One would be to have a report from
REMSA on results of their ongoing activities with Nurse Healthline and the Community 
Paramedicine program.  I’d also like to request an update around plans that had been discussed 
previously, Chief Brown had I think initially brought this up, regarding outreach on appropriate 
use of 911, the idea being that we’ve done too good of a job marketing 911 so now everybody 
calls it whether they need it or not.  And so I’d like to have an update on plans that I think are in 
the works and how we might move forward in that regard.   

Chair Slaughter: Anything else, any other comments or requests? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

11. *Public Comment
Limited to three (3) minutes per person.  No action may be taken.

As there was no one wishing to speak, Chair Slaughter closed the public comment
period.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Adjournment
At 10:20 a.m., Mr. Thomas moved to adjourn.  Mr. Dick seconded the motion.

Respectfully submitted, 

Dawn Spinola, Administrative Secretary 
Recording Secretary 

Approved by Board in session on _____________, 2017. 
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STAFF REPORT 
BOARD MEETING DATE:  April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board  

FROM: Christina Conti, EMS Program Manager 
775-326-6042, cconti@washoecounty.us

SUBJECT: Program and Performance Data Updates

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Meetings with Partner Agencies: 
EMS Program staff met with Spark Fire Department personnel on December 29, 2016 to discuss and 
coordinate a new MCI tabletop training conducted on March 20, 2017. The training used a similar 
scenario to triennial exercise and provided any opportunity for EMS agency command staff to discuss 
on-scene coordination and communication of a major MCI.  

The Regional Emergency Operations Center activated in preparation and response to the flood 
event on January 8, 2017.  Staff from EMS and Public Health Preparedness worked in the EOC 
role of Health Unit.  The Health Unit response  included assisting the region in supporting the 
response efforts through use of CMS data, coordination and communication with the hospitals 
and assisting with WebEOC login credentials for new responders.   

The EMS Coordinator continues to participate on the Triennial Exercise Planning team. The 
2017 exercise will follow tradition with a significant fire/EMS/multi-casualty/healthcare 
response component built into the scenario. The triennial exercise is scheduled to occur at the 
end of April 2017.  

The Public Health Emergency Response Coordinator and EMS Coordinator met with the 
Executive Director of Northern Nevada Adult Mental Health Services (NNAMHS) on January 
27, 2017.  The purpose of the meeting was to review the Mutual Aid Evacuation Annex (MAEA) 
and to review development of a Point of Dispensing (POD) plan. NNAMHS is the first 
behavioral healthcare facility to sign-on to the MAEA plan. 

The regional EMS agencies held the first EMS protocols task force meeting on February 2, 2017. 
The first meeting was very collaborative with thoughtful discussion. The task force is comprised 
of representatives from North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection District, Reno Fire Department, 
REMSA, Gerlach Volunteer Fire Department, Truckee Meadows Fire Department, Airport Fire 
Department and Sparks Fire Department. .  The task force selected a format and came to 
consensus on the first set of protocols reviewed. The regional protocol task force continues to 
meet on a bi-weekly basis and has developed approximately a dozen draft protocols for the 
regional document. EMS Program staff provided a status update on the project to the PMAC on 
March 8, 2017. 

Item 5
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The EMS Program Manager and EMS Coordinator attended the 2017 EMS Today conference in 
Salt Lake City on February 23-25, 2017. During the three days staff attended more than 30 
sessions in various tracks including, leadership, operations, street medicine, special topics and 
managing dynamic and actives threats and MCIs.  

The EMS Program Manager and EMS Coordinator met with staff from the American Red Cross 
and the Reno-Tahoe International Airport on February 28, 2017 to assist in the planning for the 
triennial airport exercise. During the 2017 exercise, there will be a significant portion of the 
exercise that will focus on family assistance and associated operations.  

EMS and PHP staff met with community partners from Carson City and Douglas County on 
March 2, 2017 to discuss conducting a regional seminar for first responders and healthcare 
facilities related to healthcare evacuations.  

EMS Program staff organized a meeting with dispatch and EMS partners on March 2, 2017 to 
discuss the possibility of a Public Service Announcement (PSA) project. All partners had valuable 
input and the group discussed several media campaign options to address some of the more frequent 
misuses of the 911 system. The group will continue to meet to develop a media plan, discuss budget 
and establish objectives. . 

CAD-to-CAD (C2C) Update: 
The City of Reno is still waiting for Tiburon/TriTech to schedule the development of the CAD-2-
CAD interface. Tiburon/TriTech is working with their development team to determine when they can 
begin working on the interface.  

Mass Gatherings: 
There were no mass gathering/special event permits reviewed or inspected by the EMS Program this 
quarter. 

Legislative Information Relating to EMS: 
The EMS Program is tracking several bills, many relating to not only emergency medical 
services but others relating to emergency planning.   

Other Items of Note: 
The EMS Statistician conducted a ride along with REMSA personnel on February 28, 2017 in 
order to increase knowledge of the region’s EMS first line responders from the perspective of the 
region’s primary transport agency. 

The EMS Statistician began to receive REMSA’s CAD data starting January, 2017. The CAD 
calls include all units associated with an incident (multiple responding units).  

The EMS Statistician has begun to analyze Washoe County’s Trauma Data, provided by the 
state’s Nevada Trauma Registry program. The variables necessary to match these calls to EMS 
calls are not always completed in the Trauma Registry Data, therefore creating a challenge in 
matching. A report on the trauma data will be provided at the July EMS Advisory Board 
meeting, Most importantly, trauma data will be analyzed independent of REMSA and Fire 
Partner call data for the time being.  
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The EMS Coordinator participated in two ride-alongs in January 2017: Airport Fire Department 
and REMSA. Both ride-alongs provided an opportunity to spend time with field crews and gain a 
better understand of the EMS system as a whole and see first-hand some of the improvements 
that have been implemented over the last year.    

While attending the EMS Today 2017, the EMS Coordinator completed a ride along with a local 
ambulance provider, Gold Cross. It was a great opportunity to see how another EMS system 
operates.  
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Staff Report 
BOARD MEETING DATE:  April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board Members  

FROM: Heather Kerwin, EMS Statistician 
775-326-6041, hkerwin@washoecounty.us

SUBJECT: Presentation, discussion, and possible acceptance of an update regarding EMS data 
and demonstration of the online heat map of response times. 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

SUMMARY 
The EMS Oversight Program Statistician is providing a mid-year report, utilizing the agreed upon 
template, and a demonstration of the online heat map of response times.   

PREVIOUS ACTION 
During the January 2017 EMSAB meeting, the EMS Advisory Board unanimously approved a 
motion to accept the proposed template for data. The Board reduced the frequency of the data 
reports from quarterly to biannually.  

BACKGROUND 
During the January 2017 EMSAB meeting, the EMS Advisory Board approved a new template 
for data, including the amount of times a data report will be generated.  The mid-year review is 
intended to be a brief snapshot, utilizing the approved template, supplemented by a 
comprehensive annual report. Additionally the EMS Advisory Board also approved the inclusion 
of performance measurement relative to first tier response standards, once first tier response 
standards are defined. 

Beginning in October, 2017 the EMS Oversight Statistician conducted meetings with 
representatives of partner jurisdictions to provide insight on areas to be measured and how best 
to provide those data. The meetings resulted in the approved data report template and an online 
heat map of regional response times.  

The mid-year data reports is intended to be a brief glance at basic elements of the regional EMS 
system performance and includes performance measurements relative to first tier response 
standards.  

The online heat map utilizes the EMS response time from the patient’s perspective, measured as 
the difference between the initial 911 call to the first arriving agency on scene. The online heat 
map of regional response times serves to inform regional performance regardless of which 
agency arrived first.  

Item 6
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FISCAL IMPACT 
There is no additional fiscal impact should the EMS Advisory Board move to accept the update on 
EMS data and the online heat map of response times.  

RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the Board accept the update regarding the EMS data and the online heat map of 
response times. 

POSSIBLE MOTION 
Should the Board agree with staff’s recommendation, a possible motion would be: “Move to approve 
the update regarding the EMS data and the online heat map of response times”. 



 
1 EMS Advisory Board Data Report April 6, 2017 

Washoe County Health District EMS Oversight Program Mid-Year Data Report 

 

The number used “Used N =” in each analysis is dependent on the time stamp validity for time 

stamps used for each calculation. 

Table 1: Total number of fire calls that matched to REMSA calls, by REMSA call priority. 

REMSA Priority # % 

1 11,774 46.8% 

2 9,438 37.5% 

3 3,773 15.0% 

9 198 0.8% 

Total 25,183 100% 

 
Table 2:  Travel time for fire (time from when fire agency goes en route to fire agency arrival 
on scene) median, mean (average), and 90th percentile. Only REMSA priority 1 and 2 calls 
were used for this analysis. 
 

Fire Travel Time: En route to Arrival 

Median Mean 90th Percentile 

0:03:59 0:04:39 0:07:18 

Used N =18,193 

 
Table 3: Travel time for REMSA (time from when REMSA goes en route to arrival on scene)  
median, mean (average), and 90th percentile. Only REMSA priority 1 and 2 calls were used for 
this analysis. 

REMSA Travel Time: Clock Start to Arrival 

Median Mean 90th Percentile 

0:05:29 0:06:14 0:09:44 

Used N = 17,860 

 
 
Table 4:  How long a patient is waiting from the initial call to the first arriving unit on scene. 
 

REMSA Priority Patient's Perspective 

1 0:05:42 

2 0:06:07 

3 0:07:04 

9 0:06:59 

Total 0:06:03 

Used N = 24,907 
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STAFF REPORT 
EMS ADVISORY BOARD MEETING DATE:  April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board Members 
FROM: Christina Conti, EMS Oversight Program Manager 

775-326-6042, cconti@washoecounty.us

Brittany Dayton, EMS Coordinator 
775-326-6043, bdayton@washoecounty.us

SUBJECT: Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of a presentation regarding the EMS 
Today conference attended by the EMS Program Manager and EMS Coordinator.  

SUMMARY 
The EMS Program Manager and EMS Coordinator attended the EMS Today conference, sponsored 
by the Journal of Emergency Medical Services (JEMS).  There were over 4,500 EMS professionals in 
attendance from the United States and 45 countries across the globe.   Over 240 sessions and 
workshops were held over a four day period of time in Salt Lake City, Utah.   

PREVIOUS ACTION 
There has been no previous action by the EMS Advisory Board concerning this item. 

BACKGROUND 
The EMS Today conference was first offered 36 years ago with the intention of providing education 
to EMS professionals.  The partnership with JEMS recognized the EMS industry’s need and desire to 
have high-quality lectures presented by visionary and progressive prehospital field providers, 
physicians and administrative leaders. 

EMS Today is considered to be one of the leading prehospital care conferences in North America.  
This distinction comes with participants knowing there is a commitment to offer the most forward-
thinking lectures that will not only challenge the minds of the attendees but will provide valuable 
state-of-the-science research, cutting-edge evidence based prehospital protocols, and advice from 
well-respected industry leaders on how to implement ideas to improve service to patients.   

The 2017 conference had nine innovative conference tracks and several pre and post-conference 
workshops.  The tracks were: 

• Advanced Clinical Practice – The latest information was presented on advanced patient
assessment, clinical care, research, and equipment innovations.

• Basics of Clinical Practice – There were topics for all emergency providers that would benefit
all providers.
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• Community Paramedicine – The topics focused on development, delivery, funding and
integration of programs with the rest of healthcare.

• Eagle & Street Medicine – Topics presented by members of the major metropolitan medical
directors’ coalition (“Eagles”) and the Street Medicine Society comprised of EMS physicians
who started out as EMTs or paramedics.

• Leadership – For managers, supervisors, administrators and EMS executives, these sessions
present the latest information to assist agencies and departments with strategies for navigating
the rapidly changing healthcare system and EMS landscape.

• Managing Dynamic and Active Threats and MCIs – Topics to help you attendees prepare for,
respond and execute exceptional care and operations during or after MCIs, including attacks
by lone gunman or terrorist groups.

• Operations – For emergency responders, training officers, supervisors and managers, these
sessions present operational topics ranging from equipment management and vehicle
operations to patient care reporting and quality assurance.

• Rescue Practices – Topics designed to introduce, refresh or hone the skills of emergency
responders in rescue practices, including vehicle extrication, mountain and rope rescue, water
rescue, wilderness EMS, and search and recuse operations.

• Special topics – These were topics of interest to all emergency response professionals,
focusing on operations, safety and wellness programs, stress management and suicide
prevention, legal issues, and career planning.

Ms. Conti and Ms. Dayton attended over 15 sessions individually.  This presentation to the EMS 
Advisory Board will highlight the ideas presented during those conference lectures that could be, or 
are currently being, implemented in the Washoe County region. 

FISCAL IMPACT 
There is no additional fiscal impact to the budget should the Board accept the presentation. 

RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the EMS Advisory Board accept the presentation on the EMS Today 
conference. 

POSSIBLE MOTION 
Should the Board agree with staff’s recommendation a possible motion would be: 

“Move to approve the presentation regarding the EMS Today conference attended by the EMS 
Program Manager and EMS Coordinator.” 
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STAFF REPORT 
EMS ADVISORY BOARD MEETING DATE:  April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board Members 
FROM: Christina Conti, EMS Oversight Program Manager 

775-326-6042, cconti@washoecounty.us

SUBJECT: Presentation and possible acceptance of an update on the five-year Strategic 
Plan, a requirement of the Interlocal Agreement for Emergency Medical 
Services Oversight.       

SUMMARY 
The purpose of this agenda item is to discuss the progress on the implementation of the five-year 
emergency medical services strategic plan, as required in the Inter Local Agreement for Emergency 
Medical Services Oversight.   

PREVIOUS ACTION 
During the EMS Advisory Board on October 6, 2016, the Board approved the presentation and 
recommended staff present the five-year strategic plan to the District Board of Health.   
During the District Board of Health meeting on October 27, 2017, the Board moved to accept the 
presentation and the five-year Strategic Plan to the District Board of Health.  

BACKGROUND 
The EMS Oversight Program was created through an Inter Local Agreement (ILA) signed by the City 
of Reno (RENO), City of Sparks (SPARKS), Washoe County (WASHOE), Truckee Meadows Fire 
Protection District (FIRE), and the Washoe County Health District.  Within the ILA there are eight 
duties specifically outlined for the EMS Oversight Program.   One of the items explicitly tasked the 
EMS Oversight Program to “Maintain a Five-Year Strategic Plan to ensure the continuous 
improvement of Emergency Medical Services in the area of standardized equipment, procedures, 
technology training, and capital investments to ensure that proper future operations continue to 
perform including Dispatching Systems, Automated Vehicle Locations Systems, Records 
Management Systems, Statistical Analysis, Regional Medical Supply and Equipment, and other 
matters related to strategic and ongoing Emergency Medical Services and approved by RENO, 
SPARKS, WASHOE and FIRE.” 

Beginning in August 2015, the EMS Program Manager worked with regional partners to develop 
a five-year regional strategic plan.  The stakeholders participating in the developing of plan 
included representatives from each jurisdiction and REMSA from dispatch and operations, as 
well as a regional communications representative.  Over the course of 11 months the workgroup 
identified the components that would be included in the strategic plan.   
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The first meetings were used to review the SWOT analysis and to identify goals for the region. 
Subsequent meetings reviewed the individual goals and the objectives within.  To ensure the 
process was efficient, each meeting had an identified objective to accomplish.  All items drafted 
by the EMS Oversight Program remained in red and turned to black once the group has discussed 
and reached consensus on the draft.   

The final document of the strategic plan shows the efforts of the region in creating a path 
forward to improve the EMS system within Washoe County.  The EMS Oversight Program, as 
part of the strategic plan Objective 6.1, will provide quarterly reports to the EMS Advisory 
Board on the progress of the various projects outlined within the plan. 

Year 1 (2017) has twelve identified objectives or strategies to be completed 
Completed Objectives: 

• Establish ambulance franchisee response map review methodology.  (Objective 2.2,
Strategy 2.2.2) The EMS Oversight Program has finalized a revision methodology based
on the objectives employed during the franchise map revision in FY 2016.   Please see
attached for feedback and input.

• Determine data elements required for process verification of Omega Protocols.
(Objective 1.1, Strategy 1.1.4) REMSA and the EMS Oversight Program reviewed data
elements associated with the Omega protocol to determine how to verify the process.
Calls will be sent to the EMS Statistician and will be included in relevant annual analysis.
Attached is the final verification process for review and input.

• Coordinate and report on strategic planning objectives quarterly. (Objective 6.1)
• Promote the EMS Oversight Program through regional education of the strategic

plan’s goals and initiative. (Objective 6.2)  The EMS Oversight Program Manager
presented the work of the region and the program at the meetings of the individual Inter
Local Agreement Signatories and REMSA.  This objective states outreach will occur
biannually.

• Create a Gantt chart for the regional partners with the details of the goals.
(Objective 6.1, Strategy 6.1.2) Completed and distributed to the partners.

In process objectives: 
• Implement appropriate protocols to determine service level through EMD process

to low acuity Priority 3 calls.  (Objective 1.2)  The anticipated due date of this objective
needs to be altered.  Initially, the EMS Oversight Program associated this task with the
Omega protocols; however, it is a separate subset of calls within the 911 system.  The
EMS Oversight Program will begin working with partners on this objective, which
coincides well with the PSA project for appropriate utilization of the 911 system.
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• Jurisdictional fire response measurement identified and review defined
jurisdictional measurement with EMS Oversight Program. (Objective 2.4, Strategies
2.4.1 & 2.4.2)  The EMS Statistician received defined fire response measurement
information from Gerlach Fire Department and Sparks Fire Department.  Truckee
Meadows Fire Protection District and Reno Fire Department corresponded with the EMS
Statistician and a meeting will be scheduled to finalize this objective.  It is anticipated
this will be completed within the next quarter so the annual report appropriately reflects
the jurisdictionally defined measurements.

• Develop a regional set of protocols for the delivery of prehospital patient care.
(Objective 5.1)

• Obtain clarification from District Board of Health regarding Amended and
Restated Franchise section 5.1. (Objective 3.1, Strategy 3.1.2)

• Establish a CAD-to-CAD interface between the primary PSAP and REMSA
dispatch center. (Objective 3.2)

• Establish a two-way interface to provide visualization of AVL for all EMS vehicles
for the primary PSAP and REMSA dispatch center. (Objective 3.3)

• Evaluate how to transfer information between ePCR from the fire response unit to
the REMSA unit. (Objective 4.1, Strategy 4.1.2)  The EMS Oversight Program will
begin working with partners on this strategy once ePCR units are operating without error.

• Pilot the annual report with hospital outcome data with one regional hospital.
(Objective 4.2, Strategy 4.2.2) The EMS Oversight Program has been working with
Northern Nevada Medical Center since November 2015.  The EMS Statistician began to
analyze the State Trauma data that was received.  The ability to join a call from PSAP
through hospital disposition is proving challenging.  A report on this process will be
prepared for the July EMSAB meeting.

• Coordinate with PMAC to develop regional protocols based on national standards
and recent clinical studies. (Objective 5.1, Strategy 5.1.2)

• Increase depth of resources able to respond to EMS calls for service in Washoe
County. (Objective 2.3 – annual item)

FISCAL IMPACT 
There is no fiscal impact to the Board on this agenda item. 

RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the Board to approve the update on the five-year Strategic Plan, a requirement of 
the Interlocal Agreement for Emergency Medical Services Oversight.       

POSSIBLE MOTION 
Should the Board agree with staff’s recommendation a possible motion would be: 

“Move to approve the update on the five-year Strategic Plan, a requirement of the Interlocal 
Agreement for Emergency Medical Services Oversight.”       



OMEGA	Call	Review	Algorithm	

Omega	calls	processed	through	the	REMSA	communication	center	are	reviewed	and	analyzed	to	ensure	
patient	safety	as	well	as	compliance	with	approved	and	established	protocols.		Data	is	gathered	at	various	
points	based	on	the	flow	of	the	call	including	how	it	come	into	the	system	as	well	as	its	conclusion.		The	
algorithm	below	outlines	calls	entering	the	911	system	that	may	be	processed	as	an	Omega	call	and	the	
various	data	that	is	collected	and	reviewed	throughout	the	process.	

1	 ProQA	Determinant	Code	 	 List	CAD	Master	Incident	Number	Associated	with	each	approved	Omega	Determinant	
1	 CAD	Master	Incident	Number		 List	CAD	Master	Incident	Number	Associated	with	each	approved	Omega	Determinant	
2	 ProQA	Call	Disposition	 Was	approved	Omega	Call	Sent	to	NHL?	YES/NO	
3	 ProQA	Call	Disposition	 If	NO,	not	sent	to	NHL	why?	E.g.,	ECNS	nurse	not	available,	caller	refused,	EMD	discretion	
4	 Low	Code		 If	Recommended	Level	of	Care	(RLOC)	was	reached,	what	was	the	RLOC?	
5	 Low	Code		 If	Recommended	Level	of	Care	was	NOT	reached,	why	not?	E.g.,	Caller	Hung	Up	without	EMS	on	

scene,	FD	arrived	on	scene,	REMSA	arrived	on	scene,	other.	
6	 Question	 EMS	arrived	on	scene.	Which	agency?	
7	 Low	Code		 ECNS	declares	an	Emergency,	returns	to	EMD.	Why?	
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Historical REMSA Map Revisions 

Under the previous REMSA Franchise map revisions were agreed upon between REMSA and the District 
Health Officer through the use of study zones and jurisdictional annexations.  After the Amended and 
Restated Franchise Agreement for Ambulance Service was approved by the District Board of Health 
(DBOH) in 2014 it was determined that future map updates should include regional EMS partners.  

2015-2016 REMSA Response Map Development Methodology 

During the March 2015 EMS Advisory Board meeting, it was recommended that a group of regional 
stakeholders convene to discuss proposed REMSA response map revisions. The first meeting was held 
on April 15, 2015 and included regional fire partners, Washoe County Sheriff’s Office, Washoe County 
Health District (WCHD), and REMSA. It was determined that the historical method of updating the map 
was not germane and all future revisions should be data-driven.   

EMS Oversight Program staff developed a project charter, which was approved on May 19, 2015, for the 
revision process to modernize the REMSA ambulance franchise response zones, based on specific 
criteria and quantifiable measures. The Washoe County Health District contracted with a company 
called Inspironix.  The contractor agreed that the region should primarily use population density, 
provided by Census reports, and not call data. Inspironix developed a draft response map that the region 
began reviewing on August 26, 2015. During the initial meeting, the methodology for developing the 
draft map was reviewed and the proposed changes to the existing map were reviewed.  

Between September and December 2015 the region met on several different occasions to review 
various drafts of the response map developed by Washoe County GIS that included call data for a 20 
week period of time. The last meeting was held on December 14, 2015 and regional consensus was 
reached for the valley.  

However, the final area that needed to be reviewed was the Mount Rose corridor, specifically where the 
REMSA franchise boundary ends and the North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection District (NLTFPD) ambulance 
service area begins. The agreed upon boundary aligns with the voted upon boundary from the 1982 
special election.   The special election consisted of one question relating to an additional tax ad valorem 
to provide paramedic ambulance service. The constituents in the Incline Village/Crystal Bay region were 
the eligible voters. 

The revised REMSA Franchise map was presented to the DBOH on January 28, 2016 and the Board 
accepted the REMSA response zone map within the Washoe County REMSA ambulance franchise service 
area. Additionally, the Board approved a map implementation plan and date for the REMSA Franchise 
map during the February 25, 2016 DBOH meeting.  

Future Map Revision Methodology 

Moving forward, the revision process for the REMSA response map will include annual reviews, a five-
year assessment and a 10-year Census revision. The working group determined that it would be a best 
practice to conduct reviews on a consistent basis to ensure the response map appropriately reflects the 



populous of Washoe County.  Below is a brief outline of the methodologies that will be used for future 
reviews.  

Annual Reviews (2017-2020 then 2022-2025) 

• Map out calls for the fiscal year (July 2016-June 2017) to determine any possible response
concerns.

o Multitude of calls occurring in lower response zones (Zones B - E)
o No calls occurring in portions of Zone A

5-Year Review (July 2021)

• Map out population density data from the State Demographer to determine if the density of any
jurisdiction/region has significantly altered since the 2015-2016 map revision.

• Map out calls for the fiscal year to determine any response concerns.

10-Year Census Review (July 2026)

• Full revision the REMSA response map based on the map methodology utilized in 2015-2016.
o Census Data Driven – system call data not considered, other than a “double check”
o Zone designations of urban, suburban, rural and wilderness:

 Urban: 101+ per square miles
 Suburban: 50-100 per square mile
 Rural: 7-49 per square mile
 Wilderness: 1-6 per square mile
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STAFF REPORT 
BOARD MEETING DATE: April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board Members 
FROM: Brittany Dayton, EMS Coordinator 

775-326-6043, bdayton@washoecounty.us
SUBJECT: Presentation, discussion and possible acceptance of an update on the regional protocol 

project, an objective of the Washoe County EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan.    

SUMMARY 

The Washoe County EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan Goal #5 is to design an enhanced EMS response 
system through effective regional protocols and quality assurance by December 31, 2018. An 
element of this goal is the development of regional protocols. The purpose of this agenda item is to 
update the Board on progress of the regional protocol project (objective 5.1).  

PREVIOUS ACTION 

During the October 6, 2016 EMS Advisory Board meeting, the Board approved the Washoe County 
EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan and recommended presentation to the District Board of Health.  

The January 5, 2017 EMS Advisory Board meeting included a brief update on the contractor’s 
presentation to PMAC and the next steps for the regional protocols project.  

BACKGROUND 

The EMS Oversight Program was created through an Interlocal Agreement (ILA) signed by the City 
of Reno (RENO), City of Sparks (SPARKS), Washoe County (WASHOE), Truckee Meadows Fire 
Protection District (FIRE), and the Washoe County Health District. Within the ILA there are eight 
duties specifically outlined for the EMS Oversight Program.  

One of the items explicitly tasked the EMS Oversight Program to “Maintain a Five-Year Strategic 
Plan to ensure the continuous improvement of Emergency Medical Services in the area of 
standardized equipment, procedures, technology training, and capital investments to ensure that proper 
future operations continue to perform including Dispatching Systems, Automated Vehicle Locations 
Systems, Records Management Systems, Statistical Analysis, Regional Medical Supply and 
Equipment, and other matters related to strategic and ongoing Emergency Medical Services and 
approved by RENO, SPARKS, WASHOE and FIRE.” 
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At the June 4, 2015 EMS Advisory Board meeting, through discussion with the Board, the 
purpose of the strategic plan was identified as a document that would create milestones, 
furthering the EMS system in Washoe County.   

The EMS Program Manager worked with regional partners to develop the regional strategic plan.  
The stakeholders participating in the developing of plan included representatives from each 
jurisdiction and REMSA from dispatch and operations, as well as a regional communications 
representative. Over the course of 11 months the workgroup identified the components that 
would be included in the strategic plan. The first meetings were used to review the SWOT 
analysis and to identify goals for the region.  Subsequent meetings reviewed the individual goals 
and the objectives within. To ensure the process was efficient, each meeting had an identified 
objective to accomplish.  All items drafted by the EMS Oversight Program remained in red and 
turned to black once the group has discussed and reached consensus on the draft.   

After approval by the EMS Advisory Board, the EMS Program Manager presented the Washoe 
County EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan to the District Board of Health (DBOH) on October 27, 2016. The 
Board unanimously approved the strategic plan.  

In anticipation of possible approval, staff researched and spoke with several contractors about the 
proposed regional protocol project. EMS Consultant Group (Dr. Jordan Barnett and Mr. Eric Rosen), 
based in Philadelphia, was ultimately selected. 

Immediately following approval of the EMS 5-Year Strategic Plan, staff began working on objective 
5.1 with EMS Consultant Group. The contractors were provided the following project deliverables:    

• Review current EMS agency protocols and identify protocol variances.
• Provide recommendations based on evidence-based practices.
• Facilitate Medical Directors discussion at PMAC.
• Develop regional protocols based on existing protocols.

Staff provided the contractor with a combined PDF of the protocols from the various participating 
agencies, promoting the ease of cross agency analysis. The contractors reviewed the protocols of all 
agencies, provided a summary of existing protocols and a recommendation for which protocols to use 
in the development of a regional protocol document.  Recommendations were based on evidence-
based practices, Emergency Medicine texts, American Heart Association Pediatric Advanced Life 
Support and Advanced Cardiac Life Support guidelines, and the American College of Surgeons 
Advanced Trauma Life Support guidelines.  

The contractors’ 129-page analysis was sent to PMAC members on December 1, 2016 for review 
prior to the December PMAC meeting. PMAC held their quarterly meeting on December 14, 2016 
where Dr. Barnett and Mr. Rosen presented their initial analysis and facilitated discussion about select 
protocols.  

PMAC moved to establish a task force to begin working on unified protocols. The task force will have 
two members of each agency (i.e., EMS coordinator and line staff).  
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The task force has met several times since the beginning of February 2017. The group is scheduled to 
meet every other week through June 2017 to develop a complete draft of EMS protocols for the 
region.  

The initial meeting focused on a format of the regional protocols document, and subsequent meetings 
focused on discussing the recommendations of the contractors for all protocols. The group decided to 
approach the process by reviewing protocols in four categories: operational, medical, trauma and 
cardiac.  

PMAC held their quarterly meeting on March 8, 2017 where the members received a status update on 
the project and examples of the draft protocols developed by the task force. 

To date, the group has reviewed and began developing 20 different protocols. Many are still in draft 
form and the task force is working through elements of each protocol. However the task force has 
reached consensuses the following protocols: 

• General Patient Assessment
• Civil Protective Custody
• Communication/Contacting Medical Control
• DNR/POLST
• Endangerment (Child and Elder)
• Minors

FISCAL IMPACT 

There will be no additional fiscal impact to the adopted FY17 budget as expenses for this contract 
were anticipated and projected in the EMS Oversight Program budget. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends the Board accept the update on the regional protocol project. 

POSSIBLE MOTION 

Should the Board agree with staff’s recommendation a possible motion would be: “Move to accept the 
update on the regional protocol project.”
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STAFF REPORT 
BOARD MEETING DATE: April 6, 2017 

TO: EMS Advisory Board Members 
FROM: Brittany Dayton, EMS Coordinator 

775-326-6043, bdayton@washoecounty.us
SUBJECT: Presentation, discussion and possible direction on an update of the public service 

announcement (PSA) for project relating to the appropriate use of 911. 

SUMMARY 

Nationwide there is growing concern related to the misuse of the 911 system. Locally, excessive non-
emergent calls have placed a strain on PSAP personnel and EMS providers and could impact callers 
who have serious medical emergencies.  

The region met in early March 2017 to discuss a collaborative regional media project to address some 
of the matters taxing our 911 system, such as unintentional calls (butt-dials from cell phones), frequent 
flyers and low acuity/non-emergent calls. Together the group developed a goal of reducing the 
number of non-emergency and/or accidental 911 calls through a multi-source media campaign.  

PREVIOUS ACTION 

During Board comment at the January 7, 2017 EMS Advisory Board meeting, Mr. Dick requested 
information on a media campaign related to appropriate use of 911. 

BACKGROUND 

On March 2, 2017 regional EMS partners, met to discuss the requested media campaign and begin the 
planning process.  Committee members include representatives from Reno Fire Department, Reno E-
Communications, Sparks Fire Department, Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District, Washoe 
County dispatch, North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection District, REMSA and the Health District.   The 
meetings are held to discuss and determine how to educate the community through proactive 
communication on the proper use of the 911 system, including when to call 911 and other options for 
non-emergency situations.  

All partners had valuable input and the group discussed several media campaign options to address 
some of the more frequent misuses of the 911 system. Some examples of misuse include unintentional 
911 calls, non-emergency calls and individuals that over utilize the system. 
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A second meeting was held March 22, 2017 and the group expanded to include Sparks dispatch, 
Sparks Police Department and the Washoe County Sheriff’s Office.  The group discussed the budget, 
timeline and structure for the media campaign. The region hopes to kick-off the project in 
coordination with National public Safety Telecommunicators Week, which is April 9-15, 2017.  A 
letter inviting the regional agencies to participate in the project was drafted and sent out March 30, 
2017. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
 
There will be no additional fiscal impact to the adopted FY17 budget; this project has been accounted 
for in the FY 17 and FY 18 EMS Oversight Program adopted budgets. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends the Board accept the update on the PSA project relating to the appropriate use of 
911.  
 
POSSIBLE MOTION 
 
Should the Board agree with staff’s recommendation a possible motion would be: “Move to accept the 
update on the PSA project relating to the appropriate use of 911.” 
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